COMMUNITY – WALK TO TALK OF INTEL VIETNAM EMPLOYEES
 21,338 volunteer hours were mobilized with the participation of over 95%.
 $US11, 000 IIMGP from Intel Foundation.
 Top volunteer teams: Technical Training, Q&R, ATM-Manufacturing, Yield
Departments.
Tet Outreach 2011 – January 2011
With 161 Intel volunteers delivered more than 500 Tet
gifts to poor families in District 9, Ho Chi Minh City – a
joint event with Saigon Hi-Tech Park brought joyfulness
on Vietnamese New Year 2011 to hundreds families with
difficulties.
It was the first year Intel Vietnam invited recipients to
the site and it was also a great chance for local people
to get to know more about the Intel factory and the
Intel community culture. The event generated great feedback from the local
government and recipients.
Safety Education Camp 2011 – April 2011
Safety Education Camp and Helmets for Kids were
organized at Nguyen Minh Quang primary school in
the corporation between Asia Injury Prevention
Foundation (AIFP) and Intel Products Vietnam, 172
employees joined with thousands of students
through meaningful activities to raise awareness not
only for children but also teachers and parents on
traffic safety prevention to reduce daily traffic
accident and to make real difference in children’s
lives. The helmet for kids program generated more than 700 volunteer hours
included painting a traffic safety corner and conducting student helmet fittings and
trainings.
Tree Tending in Vinh Cuu Nature Reserve Zone
In our Environmental activities, Intel Products
Vietnam conducted a Tree tending program at
Vinh Cuu commune with the participation of 128
employees and students of Vinh Cuu Environment
Club. This follow-up activity is aimed to tend the
Intel
Forest
and
supported
the
WWF’s
environment reservation campaign. Total 1156
hours were generated by Intel volunteers and
were matched by the Intel Foundation for further
environment activities.

Free Wi-Fi Package for Children’s Hospital
Intel, in partnership with Cisco and
CMC, donated a free wifi system to Nhi
Dong 2 Hospital in HCMC. It was a
well-received project to community.

World Blood Donor Day – June 2011
In response to the World Blood Donor Day, Intel
Products Vietnam coordinated with AmCham and
other companies to organize blood donations at
various locations. The effort collected 545 blood
units (114,750ml) which was donated to the
Hospital of Hematology and Blood Transfusion.
105 Intel employees participated in this life
saving activity which generated 240 volunteer
hours.
Tree planting and clean up school yard of Hue Secondary School –Hue July 2011
In response to the International Chemistry Day
and the Intel ISEF conference in Central of
Vietnam, a joint volunteer project was
organized between Intel, MOET, Hue City
authority
and
Provincial
Education
Departments, teachers and 200 pupils. The
group planted trees and cleaned up the school
yard. Mr. Tuan, Principal of Hue National High
School and Ms Nguyen Thu Ha, Director of Hue Education & Training appreciated
Intel’s initiatives in environment protection. “Such a small activity influences us a
lot in future school events”.
School Painting – August 2011
Nearly 500 Intel employees came out to paint the Long
Thanh My primary school and generated 3532 volunteer
hours. This activity reflected the ongoing commitment of
Intel Vietnam in supporting local education institutions
beyond the just providing teaching equipment. The event
served as a teambuilding event for many departments as
well.

Coastal clean-up – September 2011
On the International Coastal Clean-up Day,
Intel Products Vietnam and The American
Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam (AmCham
Vietnam) coordinated with the Center for
Marine Life Conservation and Community
Development to organize the “International
Coastal Cleanup”. With the theme “Trash Free
Seas”, the event took place at Phuoc Tinh
Commune, Long Dien District, Ba Ria – Vung Tau Province. ”International Coastal
Cleanup” is a worldwide environmental event, celebrated by voluntary organizations
and individuals in many countries. In total 451 employees joined and generated
5572 volunteer hours through this activity.
ATM Tech Event – October 2011
A
mini
community
project
for
participants around the world that came
to Intel Vietnam factory on the 1st ATM
Tech Event. 45 bicycles were assembled
on site and donated to 45 poor students
in District 9. The activity mobilized the
efforts of 150 employees with 600
volunteer hours generated.
Helmets for Kids & “Click on Safety” projects– November 2011
Besides donating Helmets for Kids, Intel
Vietnam also launched the “Click on Safety” to
introduce a new traffic safety e-Learning
curriculum for primary schools in district 9.
In partnership with the Asia Injury Prevention
Foundation we gave away totally 1,360 helmets
to students and teachers of Phuoc Long and
Phuoc Thanh Primary Schools. Intel volunteers
also came to teach thousands of students to
wear helmets correctly.
Totally, in 5 years from 2007-2011, Intel Vietnam has contributed USD 95,000 for
these programs. Particularly this year, 285 Intel Volunteers joined and generated
1240 hours.
“Intel Products Vietnam is very proud to have been a part of national traffic safety
programs with AIP Foundation for the past five years,” said Rick Howarth, Intel
Products Vietnam’s General Manager. “We strongly support road safety education
activities to reduce daily traffic accident, and Intel is happy to enhance road safety
curriculum by e-learning is now making a real difference in children’s lives.”

Scholarships for disadvantaged students in District 9
Over the last 5 years, Intel Vietnam has partnered
with the District 9 Study Encouragement Council to
promote scholarship programs for poor students.
Another 100 scholarships were given out from primary
to university levels, this activity reassured Intel’s
commitment to support the education and workforce
development.

